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THE CHALLENGE

1

Shaping our society into a circular economy, some critical 

reflections inspired by “Towards innovation democracy?” 
(Stirling, 2015) 

o Strengthen public participation in innovation: rigorous assessment of 

specific innovation trajectories (cf. legitimate judgments on benefits, 

excellence, relevance, risk, evidence, societal impact)

o Call for more stakeholder responsibility: need to be reflective in design 

and implementation of participatory innovation trajectories

o Need for moderating the powerful forces of closure and lock-in in 

science and technology, esp. through precaution in regulation

System innovation (SI) is defined as “a transition from one socio-

technical system to another.” (Geels, 2004) 

Using 3 complementary questions on policy change 
(After De Smedt, Borch & Fuller, 2013)

(i) How can SI visions present a window of opportunity to effectively 

drive decisions?

(ii) How can SI visions enhance the legitimacy for action?

(iii) How can SI visions provide evidence to decision-makers 

empowering the stakeholders involved?
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APPROACH (a) deconstructing system innovation
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System innovation (SI) (Geels, 2002 and 2004)
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APPROACH (b) SI visions (meso level)

system 

innovation 

visions 

Deconstructing SI practice using reflexive inquiry (cf. De Smedt, Borch & Fuller, 2013)
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Policy change SI practice Vision shaped by 

Window of opportunity
Using radical visions * Surprise & confrontation

Developing shared visions Convention

Legitimacy for action 

Framing boundaries Possibility

Back-casting from targets Probability 

Back-casting from principles Preference 

Empowering stakeholders
Expert driven Expertise & discovery 

Stakeholder driven Interaction

APPROACH (c) reflexive inquiry 

* SpaceX Elon Musk
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CASE STUDIES

Belgium, Flanders (BE)

Denmark (DK)

Norway (NO) 
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European Innovation Scoreboard 2016

Flanders (BE) Strong Innovator 

S: Linkages and entrepreneurship, Research system

W: Intellectual assets & Economic effects

Denmark (DK) Innovator Leader

S: Open, excellent and attractive research systems,

Linkages and entrepreneurship & Intellectual assets

W: Non-R&D innovation expenditures

Norway (NO) Moderate Innovator

S: Open, excellent and attractive research systems

W: Community designs & License and patent revenues 

from abroad

S: strength W: weakness

Innovation Index from European Innovation Scoreboard 2016
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CASE STUDIES
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CASE STUDY: VISION 2050 FLANDERS - BE

Financing – Transition Partnerships

Initiative – Prime Minister Flanders

Scope – Circular Economy from a system innovation point of view 

(one out of seven transition priorities)

Narrative: Vision 2050 sets out a vision for an inclusive, open, 

resilient and internationally connected region that creates 

prosperity and well-being for its citizens in a smart, innovative and 

sustainable manner.

3

CASE STUDY: GREEN TECHNOLOGY - DK

Financing – Innovation Fund Denmark

Initiative – A broad coalition in the parliament

Scope – Job creation through clean energy technology and 

independency of fossil fuels

Narrative - Denmark want to be independent of fossil fuels by 

2050, in order to be self-sufficient and to fight climate change. 

First technology specific (50% electricity from wind power by 2020), then 

technology neutral
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CASE STUDY: BIO ECONOMY - NO

Financing – The research council

Initiative – 10 ministries

Scope – Bioeconomy: Economy based on effective production, 

utilisation and distribution of renewable biological resources.

Narrative: Norway will soon run out of oil. Research and 

innovation is the mean for developing new products based on 

biomass using biotechnology and other enabling technologies.
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DISCUSSION 4

Shaped by SI intervention logic Pros & cons wrt. orienting system innovation

Surprise &

confrontation

Think “the unthinkable” & conceptualize 

uncertainties

Allows strong imagination incl. competing alternative futures 

Weak on acceptance, especially by decision-makers

Convention Agree on common accepted 

probabilities 

Strong on acceptance & alignment, but often too vague

Possibility Explore contrasting futures where 

uncertainties are expressed differently

Allows rigorously exploring complexity

Often limited recognition of internal innovation capacity

Probability Better contextualize knowledge to 

prepare for upcoming situations

Allows defining clear steps for innovation

Weak on surprise & external change

Preference Envision how society can be designed in 

a better way

Allows authentic alternative visions guiding innovation

Weak on clear targets, surprise & external change

Expertise &

discovery

Demonstrate technical feasibility & 

optimize tech. development

Allows defining areas for innovation

Weak on complexity of socio-technological systems

Interaction Engage in sustainable pathways 

enabling innovation system 

transformations

Allows a systemized negotiation process 

Risk of not reaching out to key (technological) actors
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DISCUSSION  BE 4

Shaped by SI intervention logic Pros & cons wrt. orienting system innovation

Surprise &

confrontation

Think “the unthinkable” & conceptualize 

uncertainties

Allows strong imagination incl. competing alternative futures 

Weak on acceptance, especially by decision-makers

Convention Agree on common accepted 

probabilities 

Strong on acceptance & alignment, but often too vague

Possibility Explore contrasting futures where 

uncertainties are expressed differently

Allows rigorously exploring complexity

Often limited recognition of internal innovation capacity

Probability Better contextualize knowledge to 

prepare for upcoming situations

Allows defining clear steps for innovation

Weak on surprise & external change

Preference Envision how society can be designed in 

a better way

Allows authentic alternative visions guiding innovation

Weak on clear targets, surprise & external change

Expertise &

discovery

Demonstrate technical feasibility & 

optimize tech. development

Allows defining areas for innovation

Weak on complexity of socio-technological systems

Interaction Engage in sustainable pathways 

enabling innovation system 

transformations

Allows a systemized negotiation process 

Risk of not reaching out to key (technological) actors

BE  DK  NO

DISCUSSION  DK 4

Shaped by SI intervention logic Pros & cons wrt. orienting system innovation

Surprise &

confrontation

Think “the unthinkable” & conceptualize 

uncertainties

Allows strong imagination incl. competing alternative futures 

Weak on acceptance, especially by decision-makers

Convention Agree on common accepted 

probabilities 

Strong on acceptance & alignment, but often too vague

Possibility Explore contrasting futures where 

uncertainties are expressed differently

Allows rigorously exploring complexity

Often limited recognition of internal innovation capacity

Probability Better contextualize knowledge to 

prepare for upcoming situations

Allows defining clear steps for innovation

Weak on surprise & external change

Preference Envision how society can be designed in 

a better way

Allows authentic alternative visions guiding innovation

Weak on clear targets, surprise & external change

Expertise &

discovery

Demonstrate technical feasibility & 

optimize tech. development

Allows defining areas for innovation

Weak on complexity of socio-technological systems

Interaction Engage in sustainable pathways 

enabling innovation system 

transformations

Allows a systemized negotiation process 

Risk of not reaching out to key (technological) actors

BE  DK  NO
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DISCUSSION  NO 4

Shaped by SI intervention logic Pros & cons wrt. orienting system innovation

Surprise &

confrontation

Think “the unthinkable” & conceptualize 

uncertainties

Allows strong imagination incl. competing alternative futures 

Weak on acceptance, especially by decision-makers

Convention Agree on common accepted 

probabilities 

Strong on acceptance & alignment, but often too vague

Possibility Explore contrasting futures where 

uncertainties are expressed differently

Allows rigorously exploring complexity

Often limited recognition of internal innovation capacity

Probability Better contextualize knowledge to 

prepare for upcoming situations

Allows defining clear steps for innovation

Weak on surprise & external change

Preference Envision how society can be designed in 

a better way

Allows authentic alternative visions guiding innovation

Weak on clear targets, surprise & external change

Expertise &

discovery

Demonstrate technical feasibility & 

optimize tech. development

Allows defining areas for innovation

Weak on complexity of socio-technological systems

Interaction Engage in sustainable pathways 

enabling innovation system 

transformations

Allows a systemized negotiation process 

Risk of not reaching out to key (technological) actors

BE  DK  NO

• Risk of lock-in if SI intervention logic remains strong on optimising current 

innovation landscape

• Opportunities in combining and iterating different SI intervention logics 

(cf. table)

o For example, need for stronger imagination in embracing disruption (cf. distributed 

responsibility incl. diversity of transition pathways)

• Long term need for a structural SI approach oscillating between 

interaction & dialogue versus market signals & expertise (cf. innovation 

democracy)
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CONCLUSIONS


